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PAPER

The ‘bloody Moloch’: Osler and van Helmont
on bloodletting

History & Humanities
iml donaldson1

In a passage on the treatment of pneumonia, Osler quoted van Helmont’s
remark that ‘a bloody Moloch presides in the chairs of medicine’. This paper
Helmont’s use of ‘Moloch’ as a term of abuse against the bloodletting
Abstract explores
of traditional Galenist physicians and his vigorous opposition to the use of
bleeding in treating diseases. The possible reasons for Helmont’s opposition
to the practice of bloodletting are discussed, leading to the conclusion that it
arose from his theories of the origin of diseases, reinforced by some observations of its malign
effects on a patient who had been bled excessively. The question of whether Helmont knew of
Harvey’s discovery of the circulation of the blood is explored and the conclusion reached that,
if he did, he ignored it completely. Helmont believed that ‘pure’ and ‘impure’ blood coexisted
in disease and could be affected selectively by bloodletting which, in effect, concentrated the
‘impure’ at the expense of the ‘pure’ blood to the great detriment of the patient.
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van Helmont, Osler and blood letting
in his posthumous Ortus medicinæ of 16481 Joan baptista
van helmont famously proposed a ‘trial’ of the treatment
of fever with and without bloodletting. i have discussed this
proposal for a trial2 and shown that we can be conﬁdent
that no such trial ever took place. nevertheless, helmont
became famous as a bitter opponent of bloodletting and,
since bleeding was almost universally employed for almost
any malady in the 17th century, it seems worth exploring
the reasons for helmont’s opposition to it.
the great physician William osler, who practised in the
19th and early 20th centuries, was one of those who drew
attention to helmont’s fierce rejection of venesection.
osler, however, was a ﬁrm advocate of early bleeding in the
treatment of (lobar) pneumonia and of other conditions.
thus, in the third (1898) edition of his textbook osler3 wrote,
regarding bleeding in the treatment of pneumonia:
the reproach of van helmont, that ‘a bloody moloch
presides in the chairs of medicine,’ can not be brought
against this generation of physicians. before louis’
iconoclastic paper on bleeding in pneumonia it would
have been regarded as almost criminal to treat a case
without venesection. We employ it nowadays much more
than we did a few years ago, but more often late in the
disease than early. to bleed at the very onset in robust,
healthy individuals in whom the disease sets in with great

intensity and high fever is, i believe, a good practice.
i have seen instances in which it was very beneﬁcial
in relieving the pain and the dyspnoea, reducing the
temperature, and allaying the cerebral symptoms. (osler3
p. 135)
the content of osler’s section on pneumonia changed in
successive editions of his textbook. though he mentions
the ‘bloody moloch’ from the ﬁrst edition in 1892, the
reference to louis’s ‘iconoclastic paper’ (of 1835) does
not appear until the third edition of 1898. the ﬁnal (eighth)
edition of 1916 contains the same text about the ‘bloody
moloch’ as does the third edition.
so osler was by no means opposed to the use of bloodletting
in pneumonia – he recommended it as late as 1916. indeed,
in what was to prove the ﬁnal edition of osler’s book in 1935,
by then long edited by macCrae (osler had died in 1919),
the advice ‘…to bleed at the very onset…’ of pneumonia
was unchanged from that in the early editions. in those
editions we ﬁnd that osler recommended purging as well
as bloodletting in cardiac failure and in other disorders of
the circulation as well as in pneumonia. one might conclude
that, apart from the use of digitalis, osler’s practice both in
pneumonia and in cardiac failure with peripheral oedema
(‘dropsy’) differed from that of galenic practice in the 17th
century mainly in that osler was more circumspect about
repeated bloodletting and violent purging than the galenists
had been.
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Therapeutic bloodletting in the 21st
century
bloodletting may still be used very occasionally in acute
cardiac failure with very severe dyspnoea, which it does
relieve, at least temporarily. but now that rapidly-acting
powerful diuretics are available for intravenous administration,
venesection is rarely necessary and, though it provides rapid
relief of dyspnoea, this relief is temporary and the resultant
drop in haemoglobin is a considerable disadvantage. the
principal uses of bloodletting now are to reduce excessive
levels of stored iron, for example in haemochromatosis
and porphyria cutanea tarda and excess of red cells in
polycythaemia.4 in a sense one may regard these uses as a
formal parallel with the galenic opinion that bloodletting was
appropriate in any plethora. What has changed is the nature
of the excess constituting the plethora.

Figure 1 an 18th century illustration of how moloch was imagined,
probably based on mediæval rabbinical commentary. ‘the idol moloch.
how the children were put in his ﬁery arms as offerings.’ from a book on
Jewish religious practices.19 image courtesy of universitätsbibliothek,
goethe universität, frankfurt am main. Compare this image with the
description given by sandys – see appendix

though osler recommended bloodletting in several conditions
in which it was desirable to reduce the cardiac load by
reducing the venous return, he pointed out that helmont
was vehemently opposed to bleeding but, as we shall see, his
remark about the ‘bloody moloch’ quotes helmont somewhat
out of context.

Moloch
Why moloch? moloch or molech or molek – all varieties of
transliteration of a hebrew word – appears several times
in the old testament as the name of a god, probably a
Canaanite deity, to whom children were sacriﬁced, perhaps
by being thrown or dropped into a ﬁre in, or in front of,
his idol. the practice was denounced by the prophets as
abominable. also in the old testament, the cult of moloch
was associated with a site in the hinnom valley near
Jerusalem. the greek version, gehenna, of the aramaic
name for this valley eventually became a name for hell
because of its association with fiery sacrifices to the
underworld god moloch. day’s article in Religion Past and
Present5 presents some conclusions of modern scholarship
on the moloch cult but rather obscures the amount of
disagreement among scholars. since the 17th century the
worship of molech/molek has attracted much attention by
archaeologists and philologists as well as biblical scholars.
for a view of the complexity, and difﬁculty, of the arguments
and a comprehensive historical overview of the scholarship
see heider’s 1984 yale thesis.6 but, taking account of
the differences in the transliteration of hebrew names by
early biblical commentators and by modern scholars, the
commentary of Jerome (ca. 347–420 ad) on Jeremiah,7
is probably a reasonable approximation to what helmont
believed about moloch and his worship. Jerome was the
principal compiler of the 4th century latin translation of the
bible which later became known as the vulgate. for more
information on Jerome’s commentary and a 17th century
description of the valley of hinnom (gehinnom/gehinnon,
ben-hinnom) see the appendix.
a little after helmont, milton echoed all these grim
associations in Paradise Lost:

first moloCh, horrid King besmear’d with blood
of human sacriﬁce, and parents tears,
though, for the noyse of drums and timbrels loud,
their children’s cries unheard that passed through ﬁre
to his grim idol.
……
…… and made his grove
the pleasant vally of hinnom, toPhet thence
and black gehenna call’d, the type of hell.
What is not entirely clear, however, is why helmont, and indeed
milton, described moloch as ‘bloody’. osler’s quotation
of helmont is probably a slight paraphrase of Chandler’s
translation of helmont’s latin which will be discussed
below in more detail. for the moment, let us consider just
the ‘bloody’ attribution. helmont wrote: ‘at certe cruentum
moloch, Cathedris praesidere conspicuo medicis’ (‘for i see a
bloody moloch to preside in the chairs of medicine’). the latin
adjective translated as ‘bloody’ is cruentum. this adjective
translates as bloody in two related, but distinct, senses. first
it may mean bloody in the literal sense – covered, soaked
or spotted with blood. but it may also mean bloody in a
ﬁgurative sense indicating cruelty or bloodthirstiness. in the
context of helmont’s use it can be taken in either sense – or,
indeed, in both. milton’s use ‘besmeared with blood of human
sacriﬁce’ seems unequivocally literal and does not appear to
have any basis in old testament scripture. later, in english
lay writing of the 18th and 19th centuries, moloch was used
to signal butchery, usually metaphorical, and especially, but
not exclusively, of children.
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given its associations it is not difﬁcult to see why helmont –
a devout Catholic Christian to whom the text of the vulgate
would have been familiar – chose moloch as a term to
condemn as bloodthirsty and eager for sacriﬁce of human life
the addiction of the galenists (his ‘humorists’) to bleeding
their patients.
helmont refers to ‘moloch’ in an introductory chapter
describing his studies in the Ortus medicinæ, published
posthumously in 1648 by his son.1 having seen, he says,
that god has not revealed to the schools (of medicine) any
useful means of healing fevers he asks (p.19) ‘an tibi placet
holocaustum moloch?’ – ‘is the sacriﬁce of moloch pleasing
to thee?’ (translated thus in Chandler’s english translation
of the Ortus, Oriatrike8 in 1662, p. 14). a closer translation
would be ‘is the burnt offering to moloch pleasing to thee?’
but, more speciﬁcally, helmont uses moloch as a term of
derision at least twice in his writings, in chapter 56 of the
Ortus medicinæ and in chapter 7 of Febrium doctrina inaudita9
– one of his Opuscula, ﬁrst published in 1642 and reissued in
a second edition with the Ortus in 1648. though on the title
page of the Opuscula the treatise on fevers is called Febrium
doctrina inaudita (‘unheard [of] principles of fevers’), on the
title page of the treatise itself it is called simply De febribus
and it is this title that Chandler used in his english translation
in the Oriatrike, calling it ‘a treatise of fevers’.

Moloch in the Ortus medicinæ
the reference to moloch is in the chapter Pleura furens
(helmont1 p. 390 ff). Chandler,8 in his translation of the Ortus
(Oriatrike, 1662) renders Pleura furens as ‘a raging or mad
Pleura’ – a fair translation of the words, though perhaps not
a very illuminating description of the condition.
the reference to a ‘raging’ pleura arises from helmont’s view
of the causation of disease. brieﬂy, he considered that the
body was controlled by a resident semi-psychic entity, the
Archeus influus or governor, which regulated all its functions.
in addition, each organ had its own local archeus (Archeus
insitus) which regulated its local nutrition. diseases were
caused by semina morbida (morbid seeds) each of which
had its own archeus that included an ‘image’ of the result it
‘wished’ to produce. the archei of the semina ‘confronted’
the body’s archeus, which reacted with rage or horror; the
result of this rage, in turn, was to ‘conceive’ a distorted
image. as a result, the functions of the body’s archeus were
deranged, causing the disease speciﬁc to the particular
semen which had confronted the archeus. thus, in this case,
the Archeus insitus of the pleura was enraged – ‘raging’ –
because of its confrontation by the semen of pleural disease;
hence the description of the disease as a ‘raging or mad
pleura’. my paper2 on helmont’s proposed trial attempts to
summarise helmont’s theories of disease and refers to works
which set out much more comprehensive descriptions and
interpretations of his complex and convoluted theories.
from the descriptions in the text it is clear that, in Pleura
furens, helmont is speaking primarily of what would now be
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called pleurisy, pleuro-pneumonia and pneumonia – though,
characteristically, he digresses a good deal along the way in
his attacks on the wicked galenists and their bloodletting.
the moloch reference is in one of these digressions, on the
bloody ﬂux.
34
…….
Clysterem vero, quia intestine peregrinum, dolore.
idcirco in dysenteria nocuum. error iste ﬂuit a scholis,
deﬁnientibus dysenteriam ulcus intestinorum. Quam utut
inveteratam, ac paene desperatam sanari vidi saepissime,
& quidem cum multa securitate. exhibendo scilicet
remedia quaedam speciﬁca.
at certe cruentum moloch, Cathedris praesidere conspicuo
medicis. retrospicite ergo confratres. nam dirus ingruet
horror, ad sonum tubae, dum quisque daturus est rationem
sua villicationis.
35
finaliter dicam, quid observaverim pleuritisus. tertio kal.
Januarii invasit me repente febris cum rigore leviculo, sic
ut dentes quaterent.
[my division of section 34 into paragraphs] (helmont, 1 p.
397).
in Chandler’s english translation of the Ortus8 the passage
is rendered thus:
…it is hurtful in the bloody flux. that error ﬂoweth from
the schools, who deﬁne the bloody ﬂux to be an ulcer of
the intestines or greater bowels: the which, how inveterate
soever, and almost desperate, i have seen to be very often
cured, and indeed with much safty; to wit, by administering
some special remedies. but surely i behold a bloody
moloch to sit president in the Chairs of medicine. look
behind ye or recollect your selves therefore, my fellow
brethren; for a cruel horror will invade the world, at the
sound of the trump, when every one is to give an account
of his stewardship. (helmont, Oriatrike 1662, p. 399)
so, as we see, helmont was not decrying venesection
speciﬁcally in ‘pleurisy’ in this passage, but was particularly
prohibiting it in ‘the bloody ﬂux’. however, no doubt his
moloch analogy was intended more generally. at section 35
he returns to considering ‘pleurisy’ and continues with an
account of his personal experience of the condition:
finally i shall recount what i observed when i had pleurisy.
on 30 december (tertio kal. Januarii) an insidious fever
attacked me, with mild rigors, enough to make my teeth
chatter. [my translation].
the illness developed with fever, pain in the chest on
inspiration, and bloody sputum. helmont treated himself
‘immediately with a piece of the genitals taken from a deer,
this being to hand, and the pain at once diminished; then i
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drank a drachm of goat’s blood’. as a result of – or in spite of
– these remedies he gradually recovered, without developing
the splenic abscess he feared. needless to say he was not
bled (Ortus 1648, p. 397; Pleura furens sections 35–36).

Moloch in Febrium doctrina inaudita
Chapter 7 (p. 35) of the above deals with helmont’s
manifold criticisms of the armamentarium of treatments
used by physicians – that is, of course, by his enemies the
galenists. he repeats his view that removing blood from the
periphery is of no use in treating deep-seated disease, then
goes on to make a similar point about the ineffectiveness of
paracentesis in dropsy. helmont says:
itemque paracenthesis, sive apertio prope umbilicum in
hydrope, hujusmodi spem extinguere dudum debuisset.
nam ibi obvium est, e propinquo centro, aquas depromere
quotidie, de fructu parte aquae pro lubitu in dies haurire.
at frustra, quia nequidquam de radice decedit. adeoque
Paracenthesis, vitam ad paucos tantum dies dilatat.
vesicatoria autem summe semper nocua sunto, et a spiritu
nequam moloch excogitate. nam aqua inde continuo
stillans, nil nisi cruor transmutatus est. (De febribus (in
Ortus 16481) p. 35, section 3)
Chandler translates this:
and likewise a Paracenthesis or opening of the belly
nigh the navil, in the dropsie, ought long since to have
extinguished the like kind of hope. for there it is plainly an
easie thing to draw out waters from the nigh Center, and
daily to draw from the fruit a part of the water at pleasure :
but in vain, because not any thing of the root departs : and
so incision nigh the navil, doth only protract life for a few
dayes. but let vesicatories or embladdering medicines be
alwayes exceeding hurtful, and devised by the wicked spirit
moloch : for the water dropping continually from thence, is
nothing but venal blood transchanged. helmont, Oriatrike,
1662 p. 967 ‘a treatise of fevers’ Ch. 7
for clarity i have retranslated the latin:
in the same way, [experience of] paracentesis in dropsy
- opening the belly near the navel - ought long ago to
have extinguished hope of this kind. for, clearly, it is
easy to draw off water from this region, and to draw off
some of the water daily as one wishes. but this is vain,
because it does not remove any of the root cause. thus,
paracentesis only prolongs life for a few days. in addition,
vesicatories [blistering agents] are always very painful and
were devised by that wicked spirit, moloch. for the water
that drains continually is nothing but transformed blood.
he then goes on to deny that serous ﬂuid in burns arises
from normal blood, that is, he believes ‘water’ is not normally
present in healthy blood; he claims, rather, that blood is
‘transformed into water’ in burns, in dropsy and in the ﬂux
(diarrhoea).

from the analysis of these two uses of Moloch i think it is
apparent that helmont does, indeed, intend it in each case as
a term of abuse rather speciﬁcally related to the unnecessary
removal of blood in any condition, and not speciﬁcally in the
treatment of pleurisy or pneumonia, as osler’s use of the
quotation might imply.

Helmont’s reasons for rejecting bloodletting
it is tempting for us modern ‘moderns’ to praise those of our
predecessors who advocated some treatment of which we
now approve, for, we believe, good reasons; equally we regard
as foresighted those who avoided remedies that we believe
to be harmful. even more admirable appear those who taught
that such treatment was harmful and to be eschewed, and
campaigned against it. thus, helmont would seem wise and
far-seeing in his condemnation of bloodletting, a procedure
which, in the 21st century, we have good reason to avoid in
almost all circumstances.
but we would be very mistaken if we were to conclude that
helmont’s condemnation of bloodletting means that he had
in some way come to an understanding that treatment by
depletion of the volume of circulating blood has very rarely
any basis in pathophysiology properly understood (speciﬁcally,
taking account of the circulation of the blood), nor much basis
in empirical observation of its malign effects.
there seems to be no reason to suppose that helmont
accepted harvey’s doctrine of the circulation of the blood (De
motu cordis, 162810) if, indeed, he even knew of it. Pagel11 is
persuaded that helmont must have known of harvey’s work
because he corresponded with the theologian, philosopher
and mathematician marin mersenne – who certainly did accept
harvey’s views (see Keynes12). but it is mere conjecture that
mersenne must have told helmont of the opinions harvey
published in De motu cordis – though, by the 1640s when
helmont seems to have written this treatise, harvey’s De motu
cordis had been published for more than a decade.
fourteen letters from helmont to mersenne have survived
but mersenne’s side of the correspondence apparently has
not.13 from the description of these 14 letters given by nève
de mévergnies13 it seems that none discussed the blood
in any way – let alone harvey’s discovery of its circulation.
examination of the text of the letters published between
1932 and 1988 by tannery and Waard,14 including those
that became available after nève de mévergnies’s work,
conﬁrms that the only letters extant are those from helmont
to mersenne and none concerns the circulation of the blood.
so Pagel’s conjecture that helmont must have known from
mersenne of the discovery of the circulation is just that –
conjecture. had he known of harvey’s claims but rejected
them, one might have expected helmont would have said so;
he is usually voluble in his attacks on those whom he rejects.
We may reasonably conclude that there seems nothing to
indicate that helmont knew of, let alone approved of, harvey’s
claims. but we may agree with Pagel that, if helmont did know
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of the discovery of the circulation, he did not incorporate this
knowledge into his scheme of things – though whether this
rejection, if indeed it occurred, was for the reasons that Pagel
suggests is, again, surely just speculation.
however, before concluding that, had helmont accepted
harvey’s doctrine this would necessarily have been
incompatible with his making a distinction between actions
on ‘good’ and ‘bad’ blood, it is worth spending a moment on
beliefs in the period between helmont and us. acceptance
of the existence of the circulation would also appear to us
to be incompatible with a belief that bloodletting from veins
in different parts of the body could have different therapeutic
effects.
though now one might suppose that the acceptance of
the fact of the circulation of all the blood throughout the
whole body would necessarily result in the abandonment
of any belief that one should bleed from different sites for
different diseases, in the 18th century we ﬁnd that this was
not always the case. an 18th century physician, butler,15
stoutly maintained both a belief in harvey’s discovery and
in the differential efﬁcacy of bleeding from different sites
for different afﬂictions. he based his views on claims – not
substantiated by any experiments – of local increases in
the velocity of ﬂow of the blood in particular parts of the
body produced by bleeding from one site or another. these
increases in ﬂow he regarded as beneﬁcial – again purely on
the basis of theoretical argument and without any relevant
observations.
robert Whytt, a most rational physician and an avowed
experimenter, who emphatically accepted harvey’s work on
the circulation, occasionally recommends bleeding from a
particular site or vessel and apparently ﬁnds no inconsistency
in this. for example, in his work on ‘nervous hypochondriac
or hysteric diseases’16 he says (p. 503) ‘it may be proper
to observe, that in all violent headachs, we ought to begin
the cure with bleeding, either by applying leeches to the
temples, or opening the artery there’ opening the temporal
artery for headache was an ancient remedy. and, speaking of
headache associated with ‘suppression of the menses’ (p.
502), he recommends ‘bleeding especially at the ancles…’
so, though Whytt completely accepts circulation of all the
blood through the whole body, he believes that bleeding from
one site rather than another may be more effective for a
particular malady. old therapeutic habits die hard. but even
butler does not claim that ‘pure’ and ‘impure’ blood can
be affected selectively by bloodletting and Whytt does not
mention such a distinction.
helmont rejected bloodletting, i believe, principally as a result
of arguments based on his own conceptions of the causes of
diseases. he was also inﬂuenced by empirical observations
which, although they would be much more persuasive for
us, were, i think, of secondary importance to him and just
served to reinforce his belief in its inefﬁcacy. of the empirical
observations, the best known is the case of ferdinand,
Cardinal of toledo:
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in the year 1641, november 8 the body of Prince ferdinand,
brother to the King of spain, and Cardinal of toledo, was
dissected, who being molested with a tertian ague for
89 dayes, dyed at 32. years of age : for his heart, liver,
and lungs being lifted up, and so the veins and arteries
being dissected, scarce a spoonful of blood ﬂowed into
the hollow of his breast: indeed he shewed a liver plainly
bloodless, but a heart ﬂaggy like a purse : for but two
dayes before his death, he had eaten more if it had been
granted unto him. he was indeed, by the cutting of a vein,
purges, and leeches so exhausted, as i have said, yet the
tertian ceased not to observe the order of its intention
and remission. What therefore hath so great an evacuation
of blood proﬁted? or what hath that cooling plainly done,
unless that those evacuaters were vain, which could not
take away so much as a point of the fevers. (included
in Ortus, 1648 and as the translation above in Oriatrike,
1662, A Treatise of Fevers, Ch 4, p. 951, sections 16, 17)
the last phrase of the latin could be more clearly translated
as:
…or what was the use of the cooling, [but to show] that
those evacuations were useless, since they could not
reduce the fever even a little.
here, helmont concentrates on the ineffectiveness of the
‘cooling’, which was attributed by the galenists to the removal
of ‘hot’ blood, in reducing the patient’s fever. a few paragraphs
later he points out that the patient could have been more
effectively cooled by immersion in cold water or exposure to
cold air. not that helmont believed that cooling was any more
effective than bleeding; his case is that even if bleeding were
to be effective in producing ‘cooling’, it was ineffective in
reducing the fever. but here he is being disingenuous or, more
probably, is deliberately traducing the galenists’ position. for
them, cooling by bloodletting was not ‘cooling’ as we would
understand it – and as helmont here chooses to understand
it – that is, reduction in temperature. the galenists’ position
was that phlebotomy removed an excess of ‘hot’ humour; that
is, bloodletting removed from the body a substance that was
regarded as being present in excess. it was not the changing
of the temperature of the body, even if that might be one
of the secondary effects of blood loss, which they believed
produced the therapeutic effect.
as to the ineffectiveness of the blood loss per se, his
arguments are quite convoluted and seem to depend partly
on his view – supported, as he says, by scripture – that life
itself resides in the blood:
because, according to the scripture, the soul or vital spirit
is in the blood. De febribus (helmont 1648) A Treatise of
Fevers p. 950, 5 (in Oriatrike)
so, logically enough, helmont concludes that throwing away
this life-force is unlikely to aid nature in combating fever (or
any other disease, unless that disease is associated with an
excess of blood – a plethora).
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Pure and impure blood
helmont’s position on bloodletting (Ortus, p. 955) is
comprehensible if we recall that he completely rejects the
doctrine of the humours; but this rejection is not, i think, really
the basis for his vituperative rejection of venesection. that
basis seems to have had two sources; a belief that blood is
the seat of some vital essence or spirit – which he supports
by quotation from holy writ (as we have seen) – and the belief
that, far from removing the ‘vitiated matter’, venesection
concentrates it by selectively removing ‘pure’ blood. this, of
course, is consistent both with helmont’s disbelief in the
humours and his insistence on the existence of diseases
as entities, differing among themselves. but it is absolutely
contrary to the galenic belief that there were no diseases
as entities but only diseased patients whose maladies were
due to various combinations of the patients’ temperaments
and the imbalances of their humours, together with assorted
other factors including climate, diet and – for many galenists
– astral inﬂuences. thus, patients of similar temperaments,
disturbed in similar ways – all other things being equal (which,
in practice, they were very rarely considered to be) – would
exhibit similar signs and symptoms and thus have similar
‘maladies’. for helmont, however, diseases were truly due
to external causes and differed as those external causes
differed. so far, apparently, so ‘modern’. but helmont’s
pathophysiology had as little basis in sound evidence as
had that of the galenists. the ‘wroth’ of the archeus was
surely as little susceptible of proof – or disproof – as was
the imbalance of the humours – were the very existence of
either to be accepted.
helmont’s position is not even as simple as this, however,
because he subscribes to the presence in disease of both
‘pure’ and ‘impure’ blood. he approves of the removal of
the ‘impurities’ from the latter but, he argues, the galenists’
procedures do not remove the impure blood; rather, they
preferentially drain the ‘pure’ blood, thus making things even
worse because the ‘impure’ blood remains behind working its
evil. and, because of the draining of some of the ‘life force’,
the archeus is enfeebled and even less able to ﬁght against
the seeds of disease that lie at the root of the fever. his
arguments for this selective removal of one component of the
blood - the ‘pure’ blood - are no more convincing (for us) than
are those of the galenic ‘revulsion’ and ‘derivation’ that he
decries. in ‘revulsion’ the patient was bled at a site remote
from the seat of disease before the disturbed humours had
settled; in ‘derivation’, once the humours had settled, the
patient was bled as close as possible to the affected region
to remove the corrupt material that had settled there (for more
detail see, for example, saunders and o’malley,17 p. 235).
helmont’s knowledge of, or ignorance of, the circulation of
the blood is important because, as we have seen, helmont
supposed that ‘good’ blood is distinguishable from ‘bad’
blood and, indeed, that they can be separately affected by
bloodletting – a view which we would surely ﬁnd it was not
possible to maintain if one believed in the circulation of all the
blood through the whole body as harvey’s discovery implies.

With the acceptance of the circulation, all helmont’s
arguments about selective draining of one rather than another
type of blood become meaningless; as meaningless as the
galenic ‘revulsion’ and ‘derivation’.
helmont summarises his view of the genesis of fever thus:
therefore a fever is not a naked tempest of heat, but an
occasional vitiated matter is present; for the expelling
whereof, the Archeus being as it were wroth, doth by
accident inﬂame himself: the which as long as it shall
be neglected in the schools, the curings of fevers will be
rash, destructive, and conjectural, therefore none shall
owe anything worthy of giving thanks unto Physitians,
seeing they are cured by the voluntary goodness of nature:
and i wish they were not put back [i.e. disregarded] by
Physitians. (Oriatrike, p. 952, 20; De febribus 20, 20)
in setting his heretical views against those of the schools,
helmont was guilty of impietas and hubris and was reviled for
his views. from our standpoint it is laudable that he allowed
himself at least to be swayed by empirical observation and
experiment. yet it seems to me that the fundamental basis of
helmont’s rejection of bloodletting is that it was as contrary to
his (conjectural) system of the genesis of disease as it was
consistent with the galenists’ (no less – but also no more
– conjectural) system. since, for helmont, the galenists’
system was wrong, treatments based upon it must be both
mistaken and dangerous.
although his campaign against bloodletting was based largely
upon what appear to us to be mere conjectural explanations
of disease, just as much as were the explanations of his
opponents, helmont does differ from them in a striking way.
for helmont sometimes appeals – or at least he says he
appeals – to empirical veriﬁcation of his views in a way that is
quite foreign to the teachings of the schools. and this we may
see as consistent with experimentalism in his chemical (and
alchemical) studies. the qualiﬁcation ‘says he appeals’ is
needed because, though we know that he proposed a ‘trial’ of
the efﬁcacy of bloodletting as a treatment for fever, we do not
have any evidence that he did, in fact, conduct any experiment
or trial of the empirical effect of treating fevered patients with
and without phlebotomy. We have become so accustomed
to requiring that our beliefs be tested by experiment that we
need frequently to remind ourselves that in the mid-17th
century the use of directed observation or experimental
manipulation was only just beginning to be advocated. it
was a minority of scholars and medical practitioners who
would consider valuing such observations as highly as the
teaching of the schools and the accumulated wisdom of
the ages, as expressed through established authority. even
fewer would accept that ‘ocular demonstration’ – harvey’s
phrase (De motu cordis, 162810, p. 5) – was sufﬁcient reason
for a mere modern not only to question but to overturn the
teaching of his masters. the maintenance of pietas and the
avoidance of hubris were much more powerful forces than
we are inclined to remember. honouring one’s teachers and
masters was no idle phrase.
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for all that helmont was an experimenter, he was certainly no
harvey; but his effect on the practice of medicine in the 17th
century – on the practicalities of treatment – was undoubtedly
much greater than harvey’s. aubrey says of the discovery of
the circulation:
With much adoe at last, in about 20 or 30 yeares time
it was recieved [sic] in all the universities in the world;
and, as mr hobbes says in his booke …he is the only
man perhaps that ever lived to see his owne doctrine
established in his life-time18
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‘Received in all the Universities’ harvey’s doctrine may have
been, but a very considerable time was to elapse before
knowledge of the circulation of the blood made a jot of
difference to the diagnosis of disease or to its treatment. in
marked contrast, the ‘chemical’ remedies of which helmont
came to be regarded as the doyen had an immediate, and
long-lasting, effect on medical practice and materia medica.
but, whether or not they used helmont’s chemical remedies,
most physicians went on bloodletting just as before…
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Appendix
Jerome on Moloch in his commentary, written shortly before
his death in 420 AD, on the Book of Jeremiah, Chapter 32
verse 35.
Figure 2 st Jerome’s commentary on the text of Jeremiah
Chapter 327

Jeremiah Chapter 32: verse 35 ‘and they built high places
(or altars) to baal which are in the valley of the son of
ennom: that they might sacriﬁce [initiarent] their sons and
their daughters to the idol moloch.’
for initiarent the hebrew word is ebir, which aquila and
symmachus render transducerent [might lead]; [but] in
the septuagint and by theodotius it is translated offerrent
[they offer]. of the valley of the sons of ennom, which is in
hebrew geennom, we have spoken very fully above. since
it lies close to the springs of siloam, for it is well-watered,
its pleasantness encouraged the people to extravagance
which was followed by the worship of idols. it is to be
noted, for the sake of those who are doubtful of what the
word means in the books of samuel and Kings, that arae
et excelsa [altars and high places] are called in the hebrew
tongue bamoth. moloch, which is translated ‘king’ is an
idol of the ammonites. divine scripture also points out
that the people served not only baal but all the demons of
moloch in that place [the valley of the sons of ennom]...’
Translation IMLD.
in Jerome’s commentary on just how the hebrew word he
transliterates as ebir had been translated by earlier scholars
we see the roots of a possible controversy about just what
happened to the sons and daughters who were taken to
moloch. this controversy actually arose later as we shall
see. returning to Jerome’s commentary, initiarent might
mean they were sacriﬁced, but it might also mean that they
were admitted to some cult without losing their lives. from
other parts of his commentary i think one can be tolerably
certain that Jerome used initiarent to mean sacrificed.
Transducerent, however, suggests more a procession than a
sacriﬁce while offerent returns to the possibility of sacriﬁce.
elsewhere in Jeremiah (Ch. 7, v. 31), and in other books of
the old testament, it is made clear that the children were

burnt in the sacriﬁces in the valley of hinnom and, no doubt,
this was the reason for the interpolation of ‘through the ﬁre’
in the authorized (King James, 1611) version of Jeremiah
32:35 : ‘… to cause their sons and their daughters to pass
through the fire unto molech;’. luther’s translation (1534)
makes the same interpolation of burning ‘…daß sie ihre
söhne und töchter dem moloch verbrennten’. arguments
suggesting that the ritual might not, or not always, involve
the death of the children seem to be more modern – though
Calvin, apparently without any biblical evidence or any other
authority whatsoever, did suggest that some parents did not
have their children sacriﬁced but pursued some gentler path.
for discussion of opinions on whether the worship of moloch/
molech/molek might have involved rituals not amounting to
actual child sacriﬁce see the work of day and heider5,7 and
the sources therein. overall, most current opinion seems to
conclude that actual sacriﬁces of children did occur in the
valley of the son(s) of hinnom. for our purposes, i believe
we can be assured that the pious of the 17th century, such
as helmont, would have had no doubt about the reality of
the sacriﬁces or the bloody signiﬁcance of the idol moloch.
Figure 3 a description of the valley of gehinnon as seen by
an english traveller in the ﬁrst quarter of the 17th century

this is the description of the valley of gehinnon and the
worship of molech by george sandys.20 note that sandys’
description of the moloch sacriﬁce accords exactly with
the early 18th century image (figure 1) of how moloch was
imagined.
sandys’ description is so similar to the later lines of
Paradise Lost that it may well have been the inspiration for
the properties milton ascribes to molech/moloch. it also
describes the placing of the child sacriﬁce in the heated
arms of the idol as shown in the 18th century depiction of
the form of the idol (figure 1).
but here we must beware. the descriptions of this method
of sacriﬁce to moloch – bizarre as well as horriﬁc – in which
the child was destroyed by the heated metal idol itself, derive
from mediæval rabbinic commentary on the torah (midrash).
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it seems there is no evidence at all that they represent any
israelite ritual. the commentators of the midrash appear
to have acquired them from classical sources describing
sacriﬁces by the Carthaginians, whose religious practices
did, as the mediæval commentators knew, derive from the
Phoenician branch of the ancient Canaanite religion. for
details see moore21 in which he writes:
there is nothing in the old testament to suggest this
gruesome description of the idol of moloch and the
peculiar way in which children were offered to him; nor do
we ﬁnd any traces of either in the talmud.
……….
the old testament represents the offering of children by
ﬁre to moloch as one of the enormities of the Canaanites;
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what more natural than that, when Jewish scholars
came upon accounts of the sacriﬁces of the (Canaanite)
Carthaginians such as we have read, they should take
them for authentic descriptions of the moloch worship
at Jerusalem?
however, clearly, the descriptions of the moloch sacriﬁce in
mediæval commentary still inﬂuenced european views and
imagination in the 17th and 18th centuries.
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